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ABSTRACT We present a detailed computational study of the influence of salt on the configurations, energies, and dynamics
of supercoiled DNA. A potential function that includes both elastic and electrostatic energy components is employed. Specifically,
the electrostatic term, with salt-dependent coefficients, is modeled after Stigter's pioneering work on the effective diameter of
DNA as a function of salt concentration. Because an effective charge per unit length is used, the electrostatic formulation does
not require explicit modeling of phosphates and can be used to study long DNAs at any desired resolution of charge. With explicit
consideration of the electrostatic energy, an elastic bending constant corresponding to the nonelectrostatic part of the bending
contribution to the persistence length is used. We show, for a series of salt concentrations ranging from 0.005 to 1.0 M sodium,
how configurations and energies of supercoiled DNA (1000 and 3000 base pairs) change dramatically with the simulated salt
environment. At high salt, the DNA adopts highly compact and bent interwound states, with the bending energy dominating over
the other components, and the electrostatic energy playing a minor role in comparison to the bending and twisting terms. At
low salt, the DNA supercoils are much more open and loosely interwound, and the electrostatic components are dominant. Over
the range of three decades of salt examined, the electrostatic energy changes by a factor of 10. The buckling transition between
the circle and figure-8 is highly sensitive to salt concentration: this transition is delayed as salt concentration decreases, with
a particularly sharp increase below 0.1 M. For example, for a bending-to-twisting force constant ratio of A/C = 1.5, the linking
number difference (ALk) corresponding to equal energies for the circle and figure-8 increases from 2.1 to 3.25 as salt decreases
from 1.0 to 0.005 M. We also present in detail a family of three-lobed supercoiled DNA configurations that are predicted by
elasticity theory to be stable at low ALk. To our knowledge, such three-dimensional structures have not been previously pre-
sented in connection with DNA supercoiling. These branched forms have a higher bending energy than the corresponding
interwound configurations at the same ALk but, especially at low salt, this bending energy difference is relatively small in
comparison with the total energy, which is dominated by the electrostatic contributions. Significantly, the electrostatic energies
of the three-lobed and (straight) interwound forms are comparable at each salt environment. We show how the three-lobed
configurations change slowly with ALk, resulting in branched interwound forms at higher salt. In longer chains, the branched
forms are highly interwound, with bent arms. At low salt, the branched supercoils are asymmetric, with a longer interwound stem
and two shorter arms. From molecular dynamics simulations we observe differences in the motions of the DNA as a function
of salt. At high salt, the supercoiled chain is quite compact but fairly rigid, whereas at low salt the DNA is loosely coiled but more
dynamic. Especially notable at low salt are the large-scale opening and closing of the chain as a whole and the rapid "slithering"
of individual residues past one another. Toroidal forms are not detected under these conditions. However, the overall features
of the open, loose supercoils found at low salt are more similar to those of toroidal than interwound configurations. Indeed,
simulated x-ray scattering profiles reveal the same trends observed experimentally and are consistent with a change from closed
to open forms as salt is decreased. Like the minimization studies, the dynamics reveal a critical point near 0.1 M associated
with the collapse of loose to tight supercoils. Near this physiological concentration, enhanced flexibility of the DNA is noted. The
collective observations suggest a potential regulatory role for salt on supercoiled DNA function, not only for closed circular DNA,
but also for linear DNA with small looped regions.
INTRODUCTION
The long-range effects of electrostatic interactions are rec-
ognized as important factors in determining the folding of
biopolymers, such as proteins and DNA, their interactions
with other molecular species, and their dynamics. Indeed,
current improvements in our molecular modeling force field
are being sought through consideration of all nonbonded
pairwise interactions using fast particle methods (e.g.,
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Greengard, 1988; Shimada et al., 1994). As a polyelectrolyte,
DNA is expected to be profoundly affected by ionic inter-
actions in its natural cellular environment. Positive counte-
rions screen the negatively charged phosphate groups along
the DNA backbone and thereby permit chain segments to
come into intimate contact. The nature of the electrostatic
interactions is complex as many competing factors-
including chain configuration, ionic concentration, and ion
type (size and shape)-are involved (Manning, 1978). For
superhelical DNA, salt effects are particularly important be-
cause many parts of the double helix that are distant in linear
sequence come into close contact upon supercoiling. Nodes
of such contacts arise in interwound, branched, knotted, and
catenated forms of supercoiled DNA. One can imagine, then,
a complex competition between the superhelical-strain
forces, on one hand, that tend to bring DNA segments
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together-to minimize the elastic energy and increase the
magnitude of the writhing number-and the repulsive elec-
trostatic forces and entropic factors, on the other hand, that
tend to keep DNA segments apart.
Theoretical treatment ofDNA supercoiling is emerging as
an important counterpart to experimental work. New under-
standing of large-scale structure has come from a wide va-
riety of computer simulations, involving Monte Carlo/
simulated-annealing techniques (Vologodskii et al., 1979,
1992; Tsuru and Wadati, 1986; Hao and Olson, 1989a, b;
Klenin et al., 1989,1991; Tan and Harvey, 1989, 1991; Olson
and Zhang, 1991; Zhang et al., 1991; Fenley et al., 1994),
deterministic energy minimization (Schlick and Olson,
1992a; Schlick et al., 1994), finite-element approaches
(Yang et al., 1993; Bauer et al., 1993), and Brownian
(Chirico and Langowski, 1992), and molecular dynamics
methods (Schlick and Olson, 1992a, b; Sprous et al., 1994).
For a recent review, see Vologodskii and Cozzarelli, 1994.
The typical energy model in these simulations is based on an
elastic energy function with bending and twisting compo-
nents appropriate for an uncharged, isotropic, long thin rod
with circular cross section (Love, 1944). The model is con-
ceptually simple and convenient to simulate by computer
because the bending and twisting deformations of the su-
percoiled DNA are expressed in terms of standard geometric
quantities of the chain. In addition to information on mac-
romolecular shape, new understanding has also accumulated
from these studies on relationships between predicted low
energy forms and key physical parameters of superhelical
DNA (such as superhelical density, energy constants;
Vologodskii and Cozzarelli, 1994).
We are increasingly becoming aware, however, that an
adequate treatment of the electrostatic interactions of super-
coiled DNA is essential for correctly predicting DNA prop-
erties; the commonly used hard-sphere excluded-volume and
Lennard-Jones potentials are only coarse approximations of
these effects. Just as in all-atom force-fields of proteins and
DNA, for supercoiled DNA electrostatics are a major com-
ponent and appropriate potentials, both physically reason-
able and computationally practical, must be developed. Un-
like the all-atom models, much longer systems of thousands
of base pairs must be considered; enumeration of the non-
bonded interactions presents a formidable computational
task.
In this work, we present a general computational model of
supercoiled DNA that incorporates both elastic and electro-
static forces. Our treatment offers a computational rather
than an analytical framework, such as that of Hearst and Hunt
(1991), thereby permitting a study of various DNA forms
without any assumptions of regularity on DNA shape (i.e.,
ideal interwound supercoils or toroidal forms). Our model is
based on a different approach from the modified Debye-
Huckel formulation of pairwise phosphate interactions re-
cently introduced by Fenley and co-workers in short super-
helical DNA (Fenley et al., 1994). Here we employ a
continuum electrostatic treatment based on an experimen-
approach does not require modeling each phosphate explic-
itly and thus is practical for longer DNA systems. This new
formulation can be used to study both static and dynamic
processes of supercoiled DNA with algorithms developed to
date (Schlick and Olson, 1992a; Schlick et al., 1994).
We show here, for a series of salt concentrations, how the
configurations and energies of supercoiled DNA change
dramatically depending on ionic environment. At high salt
(1.0M monovalent ions), the DNA interwound structures are
very compact and locally highly bent, with the bending en-
ergy dominating over other components and the electrostatic
energy playing a minor role in comparison to the bending and
twisting terms. At low salt, the DNA supercoils are much
more open and loose in shape, and the electrostatic compo-
nents are dominant. The buckling transition between the
circle and figure-8 is critically affected by the salt concen-
tration: the large-scale configurational collapse is delayed as
salt concentration decreases, with a particularly sharp in-
crease below 0.1 M in the value of ALk at the transition
point. The predicted changes are consistent with obser-
vations from recent cryoelectron microscopy studies and
other experimental work but offer additional detailed
quantitative information.
By considering electrostatic effects, we also show how the
configurational regimes of DNA become more interesting
than those associated with a purely elastic model. Three-
lobed forms of DNA, predicted by elasticity theory to be
stable equilibria (Le Bret, 1984; I. Tobias, unpublished data),
describe a separate structural branch. At sufficiently long
chain length and high enough superhelical density, the lobes
undergo configurational transitions analogous to the circle to
figure-8 conversion, leading to branched interwound forms
similar to those observed in electron microscopic investiga-
tions. More generally, we find interesting trends between
chain length and salt concentration. The low salt regime is
particularly sensitive to chain length because repulsive in-
teractions resist branching and interwinding. We also ob-
serve dramatic effects of salt on the dynamics of supercoiled
DNA: slithering processes can be followed as well as the
"collapse" of the DNA to tightly and highly bent interwound
forms as salt concentration increases. At high salt, the DNA
is very compact but relatively rigid, whereas at low salt the
DNA becomes very open and more dynamic. These obser-
vations suggest a potential regulatory role for salt on DNA
processes, not only with respect to closed circular DNA, but
also for linear DNA with small looped regions. A high salt
environment can condense the DNA supercoil considerably,
bringing into contact segments that are far away in the linear
sequence, whereas low salt conditions allow the spatially
constrained double helix to undergo large configurational
changes. These long-range interactions and structural varia-
tions between DNA sites may potentially play important
regulatory roles in transcription and recombination.
In the next section, we present a historical perspective on
previous investigations of the relationship between the struc-
ture of supercoiled DNA and salt concentration. This dis-
tally derived Debye-Hiickel potential (Stigter, 1977). This
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cussion highlights some open questions in the area. The third
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section describes our DNA chain representation and energy
model and develops the electrostatic treatment used in our
simulations. In the fourth section, we present our results in
the following areas: overall structure, buckling transitions,
representative minima, energy components, lobed and
branched-interwound forms, chain-length dependent studies,
and DNA dynamics. We conclude with a brief summary and
discussion section, which also includes additional data on
simulated low-angle x-ray scattering profiles.
BACKGROUND
Although experimental information has offered valuable and
well understood data on some aspects of the relationship
between salt and DNA, some puzzling data still remain.
Early experimental work
One of the earliest observations of the effects of salt on su-
perhelical DNA was that of Wang (1969), who from band
sedimentation experiments noted differences in the average
helical twist of a bacteriophage plasmid in the presence of
different cations and counterion concentrations. The ionic
strength dependence of duplex winding for all the commonly
occurring counterions (Na+, K+, Li', Rb+, Cs', NH', Mg"2)
was subsequently investigated by Anderson and Bauer
(1978), who from a combination of gel electrophoresis and
ultracentrifugation measurements found a linear dependence
of average helical twist on the logarithm of the salt concen-
tration. More recently, in interpreting the rates of cyclization
of short linear DNAs, Taylor and Hagerman (1990) have
concluded that the helical twist of DNA is independent of
NaCl concentration over the range 0-162 mM. This new
observation, however, may reflect the presence of 1 mM
MgCl2, which is necessary for the enzyme mediated ring
closure in their system.
Toroidal versus interwound configurations
Early light scattering measurements of supercoiled bacteri-
ophage 4X174 DNA (Jolly and Campbell, 1972) concluded
that at moderate salt (0.2 M NaCl) and superhelical density
( = -0.025, see definition under Results in connection to
Fig. 17) the closed chain molecule adopted a simple
Y-shaped structure with evenly spaced interwound branched
arms of comparable lengths. The low angle x-ray scattering
profiles of superhelical DNA reported a decade later (Brady
et al., 1983), however, suggested a configuration at low salt
(0.01 M Na+) consistent with a toroidal geometry. In such
a form, the double helix itself wraps around the surface of
a torus. However, because the relationship between the x-ray
intensities and DNA shape is not one-to-one, these inter-
pretations have remained ambiguous. Indeed, the toroidal
model is incompatible with both moderate and high salt light-
scattering data (Jolly and Campbell, 1972; Campbell, 1976).
As we will show later, analysis of our data suggests that open
interwounds at low salt, rather than toroidals, also fit the
scattering data.
The existence of toroidal forms has been challenged by
electron-microscopy studies that support the occurrence of
branched and linear interwound supercoiled configurations
(Boles et al., 1990 and references cited therein). However,
because it is recognized that the micrographic procedures are
rather invasive-the DNA is dyed, flattened, and dried-
there remains the possibility that an artificial transition from
a toroidal to an interwound form is induced by these labo-
ratory procedures.
Meanwhile, computer simulations of DNA supercoiling
using Monte Carlo and other techniques, as mentioned in the
introduction, as well as analytical studies (Hunt and Hearst,
1991) based on an elastic energy function, have favored in-
terwound over toroidal configurations. The toroidal form is
consistently higher in energy. Strong support for interwound
configurations has also come from knotting experiments in
solution (Spengler et al., 1985); because product topology
and geometry are highly sensitive to those of the original
DNA substrate, the occurrence of toroidal forms in solution
has appeared to be highly unlikely on the basis of observed
knotting products.
Cryoelectron microscopy
Pioneering work applying less invasive cryoelectron micros-
copy techniques (Dubochet et al., 1988) to protein-free su-
percoiled DNA has provided direct evidence that the solution
form of supercoiled DNA is interwound (Adrian et al., 1990;
Bednar et al., 1994). Moreover, the increase of ionic strength
apparently "tightens" the DNA superhelix, decreasing the
diameter of the interwound double helical core in plasmids
of several thousand base pairs, from 120 A at low ionic
strength to 40 A at higher salt (10 mM Mg2+ or 100 mM
Na+). In shorter chains, the increase in salt concentration
induces a sharp structural transition from a planar circle to
a figure-8 configuration (Bednar et al., 1994), although de-
tails in this reference are not available. Clearly, the effective
diameter of the DNA, roughly the distance of closest ap-
proach between two nonadjacent DNA segments, is a func-
tion of many factors, including internal superhelical stress,
electrostatic forces, and entropic considerations. At low-salt
conditions, in particular, the long-range electrostatic repul-
sions are expected to be important; together with entropic
contributions they tend to increase the effective diameter of
the DNA. Now that both mono- and divalent ions have been
studied, it appears that large configurational changes are a
general response of supercoiled DNA to the ionic environ-
ment. Nevertheless, there remains the possibility that the ob-
served compaction of DNA upon addition of salt simply re-
sults from a salt-induced change in the intrinsic bending,
twisting, and stretching of the double helix, as reflected in
the elastic force constants deduced from the known
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ionic-strength dependent variations in the persistence length
(Manning, 1981).
Effective DNA diameter
Two recent studies of DNA knotting have provided
more general information on the relationship between salt
concentration and the effective diameter of DNA. Both Shaw
and Wang and Rybenkov et al. (1993) have measured the
formation of knots during random ring closure as a function
of salt concentration (for both Na+ and Mg2" in the former
study, and Na+ in the latter). Both groups have found that the
knotting probability p, defined as the fraction of cyclized
molecules that are knotted, increases systematically with salt
concentration. This is to be expected from the greater com-
paction of DNA at higher salt. Knotting complexity also in-
creases with salt concentration. In the case of Mg2", the in-
creases in knotting probabilities are more dramatic than those
associated with Na+ over the three-decade range of salt con-
centration that has been investigated. Very recently, these
experimental trends in knotting have been simulated by lat-
tice Monte Carlo techniques (Tesi et al., 1994).
The experimental knotting probabilities have been com-
pared with earlier simulation-derived predictions (Klenin
et al., 1988), where values for p were empirically fit to an
exponential function of the form p(d) = aexp(- ad/b). The
parameters a and a in this expression are constants, whereas
b is the assumed Kuhn statistical segment length, and d a
parameter for the effective diameter of the superhelix in the
simulations. The latter excluded-volume contribution is in-
corporated into the energy of individual chain configurations
through a hard-sphere repulsive term (i.e., configurations
with intersegment distances less than d are rejected from the
Monte Carlo sample). The results of these comparisons-
between the measured knotting probability and the effective
diameters introduced to fit the data-show that as sodium-
ion concentration increases from 0.01 to 2 M, d decreases
from 150 to 25 A, the lower limit corresponding approxi-
mately to the accepted geometric diameter of DNA. Signifi-
cantly, at concentrations near physiological levels (0.15 M),
d is roughly double the geometric diameter, a value in ex-
cellent agreement with Stigter's theoretical predictions of d
for two highly charged cylinders surrounded by a Gouy
double layer and an outer Debye-Huckel ionic atmosphere
(Stigter, 1977), and also consistent with the packing ofDNA
helices in the liquid crystalline state (Livolant et al., 1989).
Shaw and Wang have further postulated that attractive
interactions becomt important at high magnesium-salt con-
centrations. This is consistent with recent crystallographic
observations of B-DNA (Timsit et al., 1989, 1991; Heine-
mann et al., 1992; Baikalov et al., 1993; Lipanov et al., 1992)
that provide evidence for the close approach of double helical
segments in high Mg2' environments. Indeed, the crossed
packing arrangements of model duplexes in these structures
has been used to build atomic level representations of in-
terwound DNA (Timsit and Moras, 1991). This attraction at
counterions with higher valency is also deduced by Stigler
and Dill (1993) theoretically.
Open questions
Still needed are systematic computational studies of salt ef-
fects in supercoiled DNA using realistic electrostatic poten-
tials. The salt-dependent properties should emerge naturally
from appropriate treatment of salt and other physical pa-
rameters that are introduced directly in the model (DNA
length, superhelical density, etc.). Detailed quantitative en-
ergetic and structural data and dynamical analyses are needed
to account for and expand on the experimental observations.
A number of questions still remain unanswered: how pre-
cisely does DNA configuration change with salt concentra-
tion? How is the nonplanar writhing transition (circle to fig-
ure-8) affected by salt? Is there a critical salt environment
where the collapse from loose to tight supercoils is favored?
What are the characteristics of the loose forms ofDNA at low
salt? How does salt affect the mobility of supercoiled DNA?




We represent the double-helical DNA chain by cubic B-splines, a conve-
nient curve-fitting technique well known in numerical modeling, graphics,
and industrial design (Bartels et al., 1987). To construct coordinates of the
DNA chain with this model, we define a small number of control points in
three dimensions. The B-spline formulas are then applied to define a closed
double-helical curve, r, for the DNA that is guided by those control points.
A library of convenient sets of control points can be easily obtained by
starting from the circle and minimizing the energy for various superhelical
densities (see below).
Any number of curve (mesh) points can be placed on this curve and used
for the interactions considered in the energy function. In the cubic B-spline
formulas that we employ, each curve segment is defined locally by a linear
combination of four neighboring control points, with third-order basis func-
tions. These polynomials ensure parametric continuity of position, slope,
and curvature at the junction points of the spline curve. This compact for-
mulation provides an efficient way to model complex curves by a relatively
small number of independent variables. Much larger systems than can be
achieved in all-atom simulations are thus possible. A detailed mathematical
description of this representation can be found in (Schlick and Olson,
1992a). Typical B-spline curves of supercoiled DNA are illustrated in the
figures of that paper.
The elastic energy function
Our energy function E includes components for bending (EB), twisting (ET),
contour length (EL), and electrostatic interactions (EC). The first three terms
are given by the following:




EL = K(L - LO)2. (3)
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In these formulas, s denotes the arc length, K the curvature, and L the contour
length of the chain. The parameters A and C are the bending and torsional
rigidity constants, respectively. The twist energy follows from the assump-
tion of an isotropic elastic rod model at equilibrium (Fuller, 1971); the twist
density w is uniform throughout the chain, and the integral term representing
a quadratic deviation of the local helical twist from its intrinsic equilibrium
value w0, (C/2) f(Qo - WO)2 ds, can be expressed in terms of the writhing
number, Wr, and the linking number, Lk. Wr is a geometric quantity that
measures the shape of the curve, and Lk is a topological invariant describing
the number of times the DNA strands intertwine around one another (White,
1989). This formulation takes advantage of the fundamental relationship
proven by White (1969) that Lk is the sum of Wr and Tw (twist), where Tw
= oX ds is a measure of the total helical twist. By using ET in the form of
Eq. 2, we conveniently introduce the critical variable WL, representing the
imposed linking number difference as measured from a relaxed circular state
Lko. Thus, only the curvature and the writhing number must be calculated
for evaluation of the elastic terms. The computed energies are directly re-
lated to the local (i.e., base pair level) fluctuations of the chain about the
assumed rodlike equilibrium rest state (see below). The isotropic rod as-
sumption is clearly a first-order approximation and must be relaxed to study
dynamical processes in detail.
The contour length term EL is a computational device, and its contribution
has a negligible effect throughout the calculation with our choice for K =
0.1 kcal/(mol A2). The following arc length-dependent quantities are com-
puted by analogous discrete summations over curve points as a function of
our curve parameter u:
L = (Kds, (4)
rI(S) x rt'(S) 112
EB= 2 16r'(s)I ds. (5)
We similarly compute the writhing number by the Gauss double integral
(White, 1969, 1989):
[r'(sl) X r'(s2)] * [r(s,) - r(s2)] dsl ds2
IIr(sl) - r(s2)II3 (6)
In all formulas above, r' and r" represent the derivatives of the curve
vector r: dr/du and d2r/du2, respectively. The symbols -, X, and || * ||
denote dot products, cross products, and Euclidean vector norms,
respectively. The discrete summations extend over all spline curve
segments: i = 1, 2, * * *, N and over a uniform mesh for 0 ' u < 1: u = 0,
Au, 2Au, - * , (M - 1)Au, where MAu = 1. Full computational details
are given in Schlick and Olson (1992a).
Elastic force constants
The elastic parameters A and C can be deduced from various experimental
measurements of long-range bending and twisting (Hagerman, 1988). Al-
though the observed values inherently reflect average sequence and ionic-
medium effects, they are appropriate for a first-order, macroscopic approxi-
mation of supercoiled DNA. The bending constant A is related to the root-
mean-square bending angle, (OH)1/, of a freely jointed chain through the
expression A = 2kBTh/(O@)'12 = akBT, where kB is the Boltzmann constant,
Tis the absolute temperature, h is the step-height between consecutive DNA
base pairs (3.4 A), and a is the persistence length. The value of C is similarly
defined in terms of the root-mean-square twist angle, (O2) /2, because C =
kBTh/(02)12 and can be related by analogy to a twisting persistence length
(Manning, 1988).
For this work, we choose a bending constantA = 1.2755 X 10-19 erg cm,
corresponding to the nonelectrostatic contribution of the bending fluctua-
tions to the persistence length (Manning, 1981). Although there is evidence
that the persistence length increases as salt concentration decreases (e.g., a
= 350 A at 1 M and 550 A at 0.2 M sodium), the value of a plateaus at high
salt (Manning, 1981). This limiting value is generally considered to be the
nonelectrostatic part of the bending constant. The change in persistence
length with salt, caused by a change in DNA flexibility, is then directly
accounted for in the model by the repulsive interactions in the electrostatic
term. Note that this repulsion involves both the short and long-range in-
teractions along the DNA.
Our value of the bending constant A corresponds to root-mean-square
bending fluctuations (02>1/2 = 8.50 at 298 K or a persistence length a =
310 A. We set the torsional-rigidity constant in this study so that p = A/C
= 1.5. This choice corresponds to (0)2la = 7.3°, which corresponds to a
somewhat broader range of twisting than that suggested by recent fluores-
cence measurements (Song et al., 1990) or that exhibited by the B-DNA
crystal structures in the Nucleic Acid Database (Berman et al., 1992), where
(021/2 = 5.90 (Olson et al., 1994).
Electrostatic energy function
To express the electrostatic energy, we formulate a Debye-Huckel potential
with an effective charge per unit length. In this way, pairwise contributions
along the DNA can be accumulated by considering interactions between
charged DNA segments li. Our parameterization of this potential is based
on Stigter's work (Stigter, 1977), which gives excellent agreement with
experimental observation, as detailed in the previous section. Each such
charged segment is centered at a mesh point of our B-spline DNA model.
Thus, for N control points andM mesh points per spline segment, we con-
sider (NM)(NM - 1)/2 pairwise interactions between distinct (and roughly
evenly spaced) charged segments along the DNA chain.
A continuum representation for a Debye-Huckel potential in a region
with a linear charge density v (charge per unit length) with charged segments
1j, Ij is given by
E= v2e-l dl dl (7)
where e is the dielectric constant, rij is the distance between charged seg-
ments i and j, and 3 is the Debye-Huckel screening parameter. At room
temperature, 3, in inverse Angstrom units for monovalent counterions, is
given by the relation 13 = 0.33X/<, where cS is the molar salt concentration.
In Stigter's formulation, the Debye-Huckel potential is obtained as a tail
approximation to a Poisson-Boltzmann solution for the electrostatic inter-
action between two charged cylinders. Stigter uses an effective, rather than
actual, charge so that the energy of Eq. 7 is written as follows:
E,= B(( r)effdld dlj (8)
In this representation, the coefficient B is salt-dependent; it absorbs both the
charge per unit length for the DNA and the dielectric constant of the en-
vironment. The value of B is then given by
B(() = (kBT)3F(P3) (9)
where F(13) is related to the effective diameter of the DNA as a function
of salt:
F(,B) = exp(,3d(g) - 0.7704). (10)
The numerical value above is a constant of integtation. In his derivation,
Stigter sets F((3) to the value (2rv'2)/(EkBT(3) to result in Eq. 7 above.
In Table 1, we list for eight sodium salt concentrations in the range of
0.005 to 1.0 M the corresponding values for (3, d, F(13), and B((3) at 300 K.
We see that the Debye-Huckel coefficients B((3) increase with increasing
salt concentration. Although it is not possible to separate the effective di-
electric constant from the charge per phosphate group contained within these
numbers, the data are qualitatively consistent with reduction of phosphate
charge by condensed counterions and a salt-dependent variation of the di-
electric constant. The drop in e with monovalent salt concentration, how-
ever, is significantly steeper than experimental observation (Hasted, 1973).
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TABLE 1 Debye-Huckel parameters
C (Na+) 3 d F(f) B(3)
1.0 0.330 29.5 7821.26 244.87
0.5 0.233 34.1 1321.70 29.26
0.2 0.148 44.0 305.86 4.28
0.1 0.104 56.0 159.73 1.58
0.05 0.074 74.0 108.86 0.76
0.02 0.047 112.0 86.19 0.38
0.01 0.033 157.0 82.32 0.26
0.005 0.023 223.0 84.20 0.19
Salt concentrations are given in molar units, and the Debye-Huckel pa-
rameter 3 is given in inverse length units (A-'). The effective DNA diameter
d, in Angstroms, is obtained from Stigter (1977), and the parameters F(f)
(pure numbers) and B(13) (in units of (kcal/mol) A-1) are computed as
discussed in the text in connection with Eq. 8.
range of salt concentrations given. In this way, appropriate effective di-
ameters for the DNA emerge from the Debye-Huckel potential. This is
clearly seen from Fig. 1, which shows a Debye-Huckel pair interaction for
five salt concentrations. Note the gradual change in slope of the curves as
salt concentration changes. The long-range interactions become more im-
portant as salt concentration decreases. Note also that the curves actually
cross at higher energies and reverse their order. This counter-intuitive re-
ordering of salt-dependent effects at very short contacts, however, is not
expected to affect energy minimization and molecular dynamics because
such high energy states are automatically excluded. More significant are the
different magnitudes of the Debye-Huckel coefficients, which are critical for
reproducing the correct qualitative and quantitative behavior as a function
of salt. The precise value for the effective DNA diameter under given con-
ditions will result from the cumulative contribution of all pairwise inter-
actions and not from the single-pair interaction as shown here.
In practice, we compute the Debye-Huckel energy for our spline model
of DNA with a discrete analog of Eq. 8:
Ec = B(3)(Al)2 I e-n"i/rjj, (11)
i<j
where Al = (1/MN) is the size of a charged segment in our model. Here we
c. = lOOM (d,,,= 30)
, 8 c, = 0.50M (din= 34)
- c. = 0.1OM (d,4n= 56)
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FIGURE 1 Electrostatic potentials as a function of monovalent salt cpn-
centration. For each salt concentration, the function Ec = B(P3)(Al)2e- rIr
is plotted over the distance, r. The salt-dependent coefficients B(f3) are given
in Table 1 and discussed in the text, and the value of the charged segment
length is set to Al = 30 A. The inset shows how the curves cross and change
relative ordering at higher energy values; thus the relative magnitudes of the
coefficients in the potential are crucial for correctly reproducing the DNA
diameter as a function of salt.
setM = 8 andN = 14 following our earlierwork (Schlick and Olson, 1992a).
A value for the salt concentration, cS, is assigned in each case to represent
the environment, and corresponding values for B and (3 are determined by
Table 1.
Numerical methods
We use two methods to explore DNA structure: potential energy minimi-
zation and molecular dynamics simulations.
Energy minimization offers valuable information on favorable regions in
configuration space and provides a framework for analysis of the dynamics
data. The dynamical picture, including thermal fluctuations and entropic
contributions, is considered separately in our dynamics simulations. The
systematic energy minima and transition points that we first identify are
important for interpreting configurational distributions at ambient tempera-
tures (Ramachandran and Schlick, preprint) as well as high-energy forms
(e.g., the lobed family) that may otherwise be difficult to detect in Monte
Carlo or molecular dynamics simuilations. High energy forms may be of
interest because under certain conditions they may become more favorable
(examples will be given in the next section). Essentially, the relevance of
energy minimization results to DNA flexibility can be determined from the
connection of minimization and dynamics results. Although the DNA mo-
tions can not be explained by simple fluctuations about one minimum
state-distributions can be bimodal, trimodal, etc. (Ramachandran and
Schlick, preprint)-the minima are important for characterizing certain dy-
namical trends, such as entropic lowering of the writhe (Schlick et al., 1994;
Schlick & Olson, 1992a) and associated trends in geometric and energetic
fluctuations. Significantly, Harvey and co-workers studied ensemble-
averaged versus minimized-structure values for the writhing number for
600-base-pair chains and found the signal-to-noise ratio to be less than or
equal to one, thereby making minimization results relevant (Sprous et al.,
preprint); differences are expected to increase gradually with chain length.
For examples and further discussion in this connection, see Schlick et al.
(1994).
The algorithm we use for minimization is the truncated Newton method,
as described in Schlick and Olson (1992a). This second-derivative method
uses function curvature information to converge rapidly to a minimum-
energy region. The positive-definiteness of the Hessian at the minimum
ensures location of a true local minimum. The independent variables in the
minimization procedure are the control points of the B-spline curve, but the
value of the objective function is determined from interactions involving all
points along the DNA curve.
Molecular dynamics trajectories provide further information on the con-
figuration space accessible to supercoiled DNA. A sequence of molecular
configurations in time is generated by numerically integrating the classical
Newtonian equations of motion repeatedly. Although Monte Carlo steps are
obtained by random perturbations and thus may be designed to generate a
larger ensemble of structures, molecular dynamics simulations follow con-
tinuous motion of the system under the influence of the force field but might
sample more restricted regions of configuration space (e.g., a knotting tra-
jectory in Schlick and Olson, 1992b). Both MD and Monte Carlo are ef-
fective configurational sampling tools. Although bending and twisting de-
formations are assumed to be uniformly distributed, the present simulations
provide important general insights into the influence of key parameters (e.g.,
salt concentration) on the elastic motion of DNA and on the characteristics
of the motion (e.g., global bending). An improved framework to model
overdamping of the elastic modes by solvent will be reported shortly
(Ramachandran and Schlick, preprint).
The algorithm we use for dynamics is the Langevin/implicit-Euler
scheme ("LI"), also employed in our all-atom simulations of biomolecules,
as detailed in Schlick and Olson (1992a). In the Langevin formulation,
frictional and random forces are added to the systematic force (the negative
gradient of the potential energy) to mimic thermal fluctuations. However,
our present numerical choice of the damping constant is intended to focus
on the low frequency modes and elastic parts of the motion. A physically
motivated value to incorporate solvent damping into the dynamics has also
been implemented (Ramachandran and Schlick, preprint). LI is particularly
suitable for these studies because the high frequency modes are conveniently
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absent in our macroscopic model, and larger time steps can be used than in
standard explicit schemes, with overall computational gain (Schlick and
Olson, 1992a; Ramachandran and Schlick, preprint). The effective time step
in the B-spline model of supercoiled DNA is 100-150 picoseconds (ps), or
around 10`10 s (Schlick et al., 1994).
The minimization and dynamics computations have been performed in
double precision on a DEC alpha machine and on a Silicon Graphics
Crimson/Elan minisupercomputer atNew York University. A typical energy
minimization on the Crimson requires several minutes to one hour, and a
molecular dynamics simulation of 10,000 steps, covering a period of ap-
proximately 1.5 ,ps (Schlick et al., 1994) requires 8 CPU hours. Numerical
and graphical analyses of polymer shape and slithering were carried out on
Silicon Graphics Personal Iris and Indigo Extreme workstations at Rutgers
University.
RESULTS
We first examine energy minimization results for circular
DNA of 1000 base pairs with A/C = 1.5 as a function of ALk
and salt. To identify detailed trends in energies and struc-
tures, we compute for five salt concentrations (CS = 0.005,
0.05, 0.1, 0.2, and 1.0 M) minima corresponding to ALk in
the range of 0-6 at 0.2 intervals in ALk. (For our purposes,
the sign of ALk is not important, because sign reversal will
simply reverse the handedness of the resulting interwounds.)
In the figures below, we present complete data for three rep-
resentative concentrations, because results for 0.2, 0.1, and
0.05M are similar. The summary figure at the last section
includes data for all five salt values.
Small intervals of ALk were used to explore in detail pro-
files of the writhing number. In a recent work, we reported
intriguing extensions of the elastic model to supercoiled
DNA: higher buckling transitions (e.g., between the figure-8
and higher interwound form with two superhelical nodes)
were revealed, dividing the interwound equilibrium struc-
tures into families on the basis of a sudden decrease in twist
(to near-zero values) at each transition point (Schlick et al.,
1994). An elastic model in combination with an attractive/
repulsive Lennard Jones potential was used in those studies.
However, as the results below will indicate, these potentials
alone are not responsible for the trends in supercoiling; the
same pattern emerges with the Debye-Hiickel term. Inter-
estingly, related transitions have been observed experimen-
tally by Song et al. (1990) as physiological superhelical den-
sities are approached, and also theoretically by finite-element
analyses (Yang et al., 1993). Because these characteristics
may be sensitive to the salt environment, we examine here
similar equilibrium profiles with the new elastic and elec-
trostatic formulation.
Overall structure
In Figs. 2-4, we present the writhing numbers and total en-
ergies of the computed DNA minima for different salt con-
centrations. In Figs. 6-7, we show details of the energy com-
ponents. At each salt, no subtractions were made for the
electrostatic energy with respect to the energy of the nicked
circle at that salt environment (i.e., so that the circle will have






FIGURE 2 Geometry and energy for minimized supercoiled DNA of
1000 base pairs as a function of ALk, for A/C = 1.5 at 1.0 M sodium-ion
concentration. (a) Writhing number, (b) total energy. The potential energy
consists of elastic and electrostatic components, as detailed in the text. Each
point here and in the following plots corresponds to an energy minimum,
and different symbols are used to denote the different families (circle; Fl
or figure-8; etc.) that emerge. The circle family is shown up to the value of
ALk that is approximately 0.6 units (in ALk) beyond the value where the
energies of the circle and the figure-8 are identical. See meaning of dashed
line (in a) in the text.
ronments. Such a subtraction would simply shift the elec-
trostatic and, hence, the total energy at each salt regime.
Many starting points for the minimization were used, such
as circular forms and other minima from nearby states in each
salt regime. Because the families of minima overlap, the
configuration of lowest energy can be determined from the
associated energy curves.
We first examine the behavior at high salt (1.0 M). The
effective DNA diameter is around 30 A, the value closest to
our previous model where the chosen nonbonded Lennard-
Jones potential reproduced a shallow minimum at 30 A
(Schlick and Olson, 1992a). We clearly note in Fig. 2 five
distinct families of DNA supercoils. (The circle with Wr =
0 is not labeled for consistency with our earlier work.) The
first two families (at lowest ALk) correspond to the circle and
figure-8, whereas the others are linear interwound supercoils
with two or more superhelical nodes. These five families are
very similar qualitatively to those identified previously, with
the Lennard-Jones potential and a higher bending constant
(Schlick et al., 1994). However, Wr is slightly lower here at
the corresponding ALk with the current formulation, and also
in comparison with the approximate relationship between Wr
and ALk, Wr = 0.72 ALk (dashed line), estimated from ex-
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FIGURE 3 Geometry and energy for minimized supercoiled DNA of
1000 base pairs as a function of ALk, for A/C = 1.5 at 0.1 M sodium-ion
concentration. (a) Writhing number; (b) total energy.
perimental analyses of long DNA supercoils (Boles et al.,
1990). This is probably due to the low value of C used here.
A higher value, as used in the purely elastic model (Schlick
et al., 1994), would reduce (0)1/2 by 1-2° and therefore lead
to equilibrium structures with higher Wr. Nonetheless, the
same trends as reported here are expected, with the Wr curve
shifted throughout.
Discontinuities in Wr arise from sudden changes in overall
DNA shape at points where the balance of energy compo-
nents is shifted (compare Figs. 2-4 with Figs. 5-7, respec-
tively). The region between the circle and figure-8 is one
such example; the associated sudden collapse (buckling) be-
tween the two stable equilibria is well understood by elas-
ticity theory (Zajac, 1962; Le Bret, 1979; Benham, 1989).
The second sudden transition corresponds to a transition
from the figure-8 to an interwound form with two super-
helical turns. Higher-order transitions are more subtle, and
the families eventually merge into a single group at higher
ALk. (For cs = 1.0 M, we pursue this family up to
ALk = 6.4). As evident from the total energy curve, the
crossing of the circle and figure-8 branches is much sharper
(i.e., energy differences are larger) than those associated with
the other families.
As the salt concentration is decreased, we clearly note that
the energy of the figure-8 is higher than that of the circle for
the same ALk over a broader range of ALk (compare Figs.
2 b, 3 b, and 4 b). Hence, the circle is stable at higher ALU
at low salt. Electrostatic repulsions between pairs of points
along the DNA become stronger as the degree of ion screen-
FIGURE 4 Geometry and energy for minimized supercoiled DNA of
1000 base pairs as a function of ALk, for A/C = 1.5 at 0.005 M sodium-ion
concentration. (a) Writhing number; (b) total energy.
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FIGURE 5 Energy components (bending, twisting, and electrostatic) for
minimized supercoiled DNA forms of 1000 base pairs as a function of ALJc,
forA/C = 1.5 at 1.0 M sodium-ion concentration. (a) Elastic terms (E. and
Er) for the families identified in Fig. 2; (b) Electrostatic term and total
energy. The open circles and squares correspond, respectively, to EB and Er
of the circles.
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FIGURE 6 Energy components (bending, twisting, and electrostatic) for
minimized supercoiled DNA forms of 1000 base pairs as a function of MLk,
for A/C = 1.5 at 0.1 M sodium-ion concentration. (a) Elastic terms (EB and
ET) for the families identified in Fig. 3; (b) Electrostatic term and total
energy. The open circles and squares correspond, respectively, to EB and ET
of the circles.
ing is reduced and the total energies are subsequently in-
creased. There is a greater resistance to supercoiling, and the
DNA forms become progressively less compact.
The writhing numbers of energy-minimized forms asso-
ciated with a given ALk are consistently lowered as salt con-
centration decreases. This observation is consistent with re-
cent Monte Carlo studies of short DNA supercoils by Fenley
et al. (1994) explicitly incorporating all pairwise phosphate
interactions. The combination of deterministic energy mini-
mization and continuum electrostatic modeling in the present
study, however, allows us to examine a broader range of salt
concentrations, linking number differences, and chain
lengths. Here not only does the figure-8 family emerge later
at lower salt, but the number of distinct families of supercoils
is gradually reduced, as higher writhing numbers cannot be
sustained. Note, for example, in Fig. 3 that near physiological
concentrations of 0.1 M salt, only three families-the circle,
the figure-8, and the interwound form with two superhelical
nodes-are stable up to ALk = 6. At extremely low salt
(0.005 M), where the effective diameter of the DNA is
223 A (Table 1), there is such great resistance to supercoiling
that only the figure-8 family is found at ALk = 6 in the 1000
bp chain (Fig. 4). In contrast to the higher salt regimes, stable
figure-8 forms are noted with writhing numbers as low as 0.6
at 0.005 M sodium. For higher salt concentrations, the
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FIGURE 7 Energy components (bending, twisting, and electrostatic) for
minimized supercoiled DNA forms of 1000 base pairs as a function of ALk,
for A/C = 1.5 at 0.005 M sodium-ion concentration. (a) Elastic terms (EB
and ET) for the families identified in Fig. 4; (b) electrostatic term and total
energy. The open circles and squares correspond, respectively, to EB and ET
of the circles
bers near unity are favored (Fig. 2). The figure-8 branch (Fl)
emerges at ALk = 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, 1.6, and 2.8 with associated
values of Wr = 0.95, 0.94, 0.89, 0.81, and 0.58 at 1.0, 0.2,
0.1, 0.05, and 0.005 M salt concentrations, respectively.
Circle to figure-8 buckling
The strong effect of the salt environment on the circle to
figure-8 collapse can be seen in Fig. 8. The critical ALk
(ALkj) where the energy of the circular form is equal to the
energy of the figure-8 is shown for eight salt concentrations.
Note that ALkc = 2.1 for cS = 1.0 M and increases to about
2.27 at cS = 0.1 M. Beyond this point, we see a much sharper
increase in ALkc as salt concentration decreases. The change
in critical ALk appears to mimic the dependence of the ef-
fective diameter on salt concentration; a similar curve is ob-
tained if the values of d in Table 1 are plotted as a function
of salt concentration. Two separate curves-one up to 0.1 M
and another from 0.1 M-can be fit to both the data in Fig.
8 and that corresponding to d vs. log(c6). Electrostatic re-
pulsion becomes very strong at cS = 0.1 M, and buckling
from the circle to figure-8 is strongly resisted. Interestingly,
this same concentration, near the physiological range, has
been implicated as a point of collapse to the interwound form
by Bednar et al. (1994). This idea will be discussed later as
a critical salt concentration for supercoiled DNA.
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FIGURE 8 The effect of salt on the circle to figure-8 buckling for 1000
DNA base pairs, A/C = 1.5. The critical value of ALk where the energy of
the circle is equal to the energy of the figure-8 form is shown against the
logarithm of the salt concentration. A sharp increase is evident for salt
concentrations below 0.1 M.
Representative minima
To appreciate the dramatic effect of salt on the favored
supercoiled forms, we show in Fig. 9 the five minima at
ALk = 2.25 corresponding to salt concentrations of 0.005,
0.05, 0.1, 0.2, and 1.0 M Na+. Note that at the lowest salt the
circle is the global minimum, but that a slightly imperfect
circle (Wr = 0.001) is favored at cS = 0.05 M. At cS = 0.1
and 0.2 M, we find figure-8 forms, with a flatter (more col-
lapsed) configuration at cS = 0.2 M. At cS = 1.0 M, the
figure-8 is en route to an interwound state with two crossings.
At ALk = 5, the picture is even more interesting (Fig. 10).
At the lowest salt, an asymmetric figure-8 is the global mini-
mum. At cS = 0.05 and 0.1 M, more compact interwound
forms with Wr = 1.9 and 2.1, respectively, gradually emerge.
Collective bending is noted as salt is further increased, so that
at cS = 1.0 M a globally bowed supercoil is observed, with
end loops directed toward each other and the two central
interwound segments in close contact. Repulsive interactions
a
FIGURE 9 Energy minima for supercoiled DNA of
1000 base pairs, A/C = 1.5, at ALk = 2.25 as a function
of salt concentration: (a) cs = 0.005 M, with Wr =
1.03, EB = 3.16, ET = 1.06, EC = 37.33 kcal/mol. (b)
Cs =.05 M, with Wr = 0.968, EB = 3.13, ET = 1.17,
EC= 166.1 kcal/mol. (c) cS = 0.1 M, with Wr, = 0.948,
EB= 3.12, ET = 1.21, EC = 231.3 kcal/mol. (d) cS =
0.2 M, with Wr = 0.001, EB = 1.07, ET = 3.56, EC =
291.4 kcal/mol. (e) cs = 1.0 M, with Wr = 0.000,
EB = 1.07, ET = 3.60, EC = 430.0 kcal/mol.
are effectively screened under these conditions, so that
sequentially distant residues can approach one another. Sig-
nificantly, in no case do any parts of the DNA come as close
as the effective diameter implied in the Debye-Huckel pa-
rameters used in the calculations. The mean distance between
contacted chain segments (DW=5) in the interwound minima
at ALk = 5 is proportional to d, closely fitting the expression
(D=5) = 11.26 + 1.03d A.
Energy components
Turning now to the analysis of energy components as a func-
tion of salt, we examine the patterns in Figs. 5-7. These plots
detail the bending, twisting, electrostatic, and total energies
associated with each of the supercoils at the specified salt
concentrations. The electrostatic energy increases as salt
concentration decreases by straightforward calculation of the
Debye-Huckel potential (i.e., without any subtraction with
respect to the nicked circle at each salt). The values of EB in
Figs. 5-7 rise with ALk because the chain evolves into more
compact structures. The twisting contributions (ET), in con-
trast, tend to rise within individual supercoiled families and
then drop suddenly at points of sudden configurational col-
lapse (see below). The electrostatic repulsions increase as
more DNA segments come into closer contact. However,
whereas at high salt, only nearby repulsions contribute sig-
nificantly, at low salt the number of long-range repulsions
among unscreened DNA segments increase the electrostatic
energy significantly.
The bending energy is a minimum in the circle. It then
increases abruptly as the figure-8 branch is reached, with the
increase accompanied by a sharp drop in ET. This drop in ET
is sharpest for the higher salt, and it becomes progressively
less so as salt concentration is decreased. Because the dif-
ferent families of supercoils begin at a low-twist energy
(Schlick et al., 1994), similar qualitative trends (rise in EB,
drop in ET) are noted for the higher order transitions between
families, with sharpness decreasing as salt concentration
increases.
Minima at ALk = 2.25
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FIGURE 10 Energy minima for supercoiled DNA
of 1000 base pairs, A/C = 1.5, at ALk = 5.0 as a
function of salt concentration: (a) c5 = 0.005 M, with
Wr = 2.58, EB = 6.15, ET = 4.18, EC = 38.1 kcal/mol.
(b) c, = 0.05 M, with Wr = 2-16, EB = 5-56, ET = 5.75,
EC = 166.9 kcal/mol. (c) c5 = 0.1 M, with Wr = 2.05,
EB = 5.55, ET = 6.19, EC = 232.2 kcal/mol.
(d) c5= 0.2 M, with Wr = 1.89, EB = 5.45, ET = 6.86,
EC = 292.8 kcallmol. (e) c. = 1.0 M, with Wr = 0.82,
EB = 3.19, ET = 12.41, EC = 431.3 kcal/mol.
c. = O.OO5M c. = 0.05M c.= O.1M c, = 0.2M c. = lOM
Lobed family and branched
interwound structures
The consideration of both the elastic and electrostatic ener-
gies reveals a wider spectrum of favorable configurational
states. By performing minimizations at various values ofALk
and salt concentration from a three-lobed unknotted
supercoil-obtained by altering several control points of a
DNA trefoil knot (Schlick and Olson, 1992b)-we find an
entirely new family of three-lobed DNA shapes that form
branched interwound structures at higher salt and longer
chain length (see below). Such branched forms are the preva-
lent form of supercoiled DNA for longer chains (e.g., 3500
base pairs and more) and are commonly observed in electron
micrographs (Boles et al., 1990). A stronger resistance to
branching and interwinding at low salt produces very open
three-lobed (branched) forms in comparison with high salt.
In Figs. 11-13, we show the lobed families for salt con-
centrations of 1.0, 0.1, and 0.005 M sodium corresponding
FIGURE 11 The lobed family for 1000 base pairs, A/C = 1.5, and cs =
1.0 M. Forms are shown from the initial value of ALk, ALkL, where a lobed
form is a stable equilibria.
FIGURE 12 The lobed family for 1000 base pairs, A/C = 1.5, and c. =
0.1 M.
to ALk between the two values ALkL (the lowest value where
a lobed form is stable) and 10. The value of ALkL and the
geometrical details of the associated lobed configurations are
highly salt-dependent. At higher salt environments, the first
stable lobed state that emerges resembles a figure-8 in shape
with an additional intertwined loop. It has approximately two
superhelical turns. At low salt, a very open, globally-bent
triangular form is obtained.
Fig. 14 displays at eight salt environments those lobed
forms at the beginning of the family, ALkL. Note the very
tight loops at high salt and the loose, open configurations at
low salt. AtcS = 1.0, 0.1, and 0.005 M, ALkL= 3.8, 4.2, and
8.4, respectively. For each of the lobed families (Figs. 11-
13), basically similar patterns are noted as ALk increases
beyond ALkL. The intertwined loop in one part of the figure-8
gradually changes orientation until two distinct lobes
emerge. These lobes gradually move apart from one another
at roughly perpendicular orientations to form a central region
separating the three lobes. As ALk increases further, the three
lobes become more planar and open. At high salt, further
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FIGURE 13 The lobed family for 1000 base pairs, A/C = 1.5, and cS =
0.01 M.
FIGURE 15 Members of the lobed family for 1000 base pairs, A/C = 1.5,
ALk = 10, for different salt concentrations. Note the very wide range of
forms, from bent triangular at low salt to branched interwound at high salt.
FIGURE 14 The first member of the lobed family for 1000 base pairs,
A/C = 1.5, for different salt concentrations. The form shown at each salt
value corresponds to ALkL, the smallest ALk where a lobed form is a stable
energy minimum.
interwinding begins to separate two of the lobes to differ-
entiate a "stem" region, which then supercoils to produce an
interwound form. A corresponding transition between planar
three-lobed and branched interwound minima is also found
for the simple elastic model (G.-H. Liu, W. K. Olson, and T.
Schlick, preprint).
The change in Wr with increase in ALk within the lobed
family is much smaller than that shown by simple interwound
structures (Figs. 2-4) of the same size (1000 base pairs). The
much higher bending energies associated with the three-
lobed forms, in comparison with the straight interwound con-
figurations (see below), explain this behavior.
To examine how increasing ALk would affect the lobe
geometry, we show in Fig. 15 the members of the lobed
family at each salt concentration corresponding to ALk = 10
(clearly, this corresponds to a value higher than typical physi-
ological densities). Note the wide spectrum of shapes, from
FIGURE 16 Branched-interwound supercoils for 3000 base pairs,
A/C = 1.5, ALk = 15, for different salt concentrations. Note the very
tight and bent interwound forms at high salt and open and loose form
at low salt.
open triangular at cS = 0.005 M (Wr = 1.4) to branched
interwound at cS = 1.0 M (Wr = 4.1). Only for longer chain
lengths do branched interwound forms emerge at very low
salt. In Fig. 16, four branched interwound minima for chains
of 3000 base pairs with ALk = 15 are shown for cS = 0.005,
0.05, 0.1, and 1.0 M salt. Note the very tight and bent
branched interwound minima at high salt, which gradually
open as salt decreases and form a longer interwound stem
with two short lobes at the extreme low salt end. For these
longer DNA, differences in the bending and electrostatic
terms become smaller between the branched and unbranched
forms (in comparison with the 1000 base pair chain) so that
branched forms are favored. Entropic effects and thermal
fluctuations also make the branched forms more favorable at
longer chain lengths (Vologodskii et al., 1992).
Table 2 compares the energy components and writhing
numbers for the 1000 base-pair lobed and interwound
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TABLE 2 Energetics of lobed versus interwound forms for 1000 base pairs: AIC = 1.5
Parameters Form EB ET EC E Wr
Cs= 1.0 M
ALkL= 3.8 Int. 5.107 1.942 37.747 44.835 2.15
Lobe 8.569 2.158 38.405 49.172 2.06
Al = 6.0 Int. 7.125 6.573 38.634 52.372 2.96
Lobe 9.083 8.857 39.558 57.540 2.47
CS = 0.2 M
LkL = 4.2 Int. 5.274 3.301 166.780 175.540 2.05
Lobe 8.716 3.411 167.594 179.908 2.01
ALk = 6.0 Int. 6.404 9.091 167.285 182.966 2.42
Lobe 8.729 10.709 168.124 187.750 2.12
Cs = 0.1 M
ALkL= 4.2 Int. 5.216 3.687 232.099 241.213 1.92
Lobe 8.592 3.596 232.971 245.373 1.95
ALk = 6.0 Int. 6.068 10.215 232.501 248.997 2.21
Lobe 8.669 11.254 233.223 253.361 2.02
cS = 0.05 M
ALkL = 4.6 Int. 5.267 5.461 292.733 303.675 1.83
Lobe 8.414 5.299 293.633 307.561 1.87
ALk = 6.0 Int. 5.817 11.298 293.055 310.383 2.01
Lobe 8.552 11.811 293.754 314.333 1.92
Cs = 0.005 M
ALkL= 8.4 Int. 4.864 35.888 433.385 474.307 1.30
Lobe 7.288 34.912 434.149 476.520 1.39
Salt concentrations are given in molar units, and energies (bending, twisting, electrostatic, and total) are given in kcal/mol. For each salt concentration except
the last one, two sets of interwound (Int.) and lobed (Lobe) forms are described: at AWkL, a salt-dependent value where a lobed family is first identified
as a minimum, and at ALk = 6.
minima at ALkL and ALk = 6 for different salt concentra-
tions. For cS = 0.005 M, ALkL = 8.4, so we only compare
the lobed and interwound configurations at this value. It is
evident that the major difference in energy between the three-
lobed and interwound forms arises from a higher bending
energy for the lobed families. At ALaL, the bending energy
difference AEB is greater by 3 kcal/mol at high salt but is
lowered as salt concentration decreases. At ALLk = 6, AEB is
approximately 2 kcal/mol at 1.0 M salt, and is increased as
salt concentration decreases. The twisting energy differences
are quite small at ALkL, but larger at ALk = 6, especially at
high salt. This can be explained by the slower increase of Wr
with ALk in the lobes in comparison to the interwound forms
at high salt, as noted above. The increasing difference in their
values gives rise to the increase in ET.
In contrast to the elastic terms, the electrostatic energy
differences are overall quite small (roughly less than 1 kcal/
mol) for all ALk and salt concentrations. Overall, these ob-
servations suggest that the lobed family is some part of the
population of superhelical forms, especially at low salt. This
is verified by the dynamical simulations (see below).
Chain length and salt
The previous section detailed the effects of DNA length on
the types of favorable equilibria (branched vs. unbranched
interwound states) and the effects of salt on branching ten-
dencies (e.g., stronger initial resistance to branching at low
salt, but greater likelihood of branched forms once energeti-
cally stable). To study these trends more systematically and
to gain further insight into the relative contributions of the
elastic and electrostatic components, we performed several
minimizations for shorter DNA chains of 875, 750, and 625
base pairs. These lengths were chosen because the mesh size
of the B-spline model could be changed by integral values
to produce the same size of charged linear segments as con-
sidered in the 1000-base-pair simulations. We fix the value
of cr, the superhelical density (oc = ALk/Lko), in these studies
rather than ALk to impose the same relative superhelical
strain. For simplicity, we take w0 to be independent of
salt in computing Lko from the expression Lko = Two =
1/2 + wo ds. The error in this approximation is negligible
considering the small measured variation in average helical
twist with salt concentration together with the short chain
lengths treated here.
Fig. 17 shows the energy components and writhing num-
bers as a function ofDNA length for the two cases a = 0.05
and cr = 0.03 at two salt concentrations (0.05 and 1.0 M). The
FIGURE 17 Energetic and geometric trends for different DNA lengths at
two extreme salt environments. Shown here are the writhing numbers, bend-
ing, twisting, electrostatic, and total energies corresponding to equilibria
forms of DNA (625, 750, 875, and 1000 base pairs) at salt concentrations
of 1.0 and 0.05 M for two superhelical densities. (A) Tr = 0.05 and
(B) cr = 0.03. For oa = 0.05, ALU = 5, 4.375, 3.75, and 3.125 for 1000, 875,
750, and 625 base pairs, respectively. For o- = 0.03, the corresponding ALEk
values are: 3, 2.625, 2.25, and 1.875. The elastic and electrostatic energy
functions are used as described in the text, with A/C = 1.5. Energies are
given in kcallmol and are normalized per 100 base pairs. For ar = 0.05, two
configurational families are encountered: Fl and F2 (see Figs. 2 and 3), so
only connections within the same family are displayed.
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energies are normalized (i.e., per 100 base pairs). The elec-
trostatic energy increases with length as expected, because
the number of repulsive interactions increases, and thus the
normalized value remains similar for all chain lengths. The
bending energy is higher for shorter chains and decreases as
chain length increases within the same configurationalfam-
ily. Note that for cr = 0.05 there are two such families at low
salt: the figure-8 (F1) and the interwound form with approxi-
mately two superhelical nodes (F2). The twisting energy, on
the other hand, increases slightly with DNA length for each
family. (The drop in ET noted at or = 0.05 for 875 base pairs
at low salt is associated with the emergence of the F2 family).
The total normalized energy decreases slightly with length
because of the bending energy decreases.
We also note from these plots that the equilibrium values
of Wr are lower for shorter chains (with or and salt fixed).
This can be attributed to the higher bending energies that
make supercoiling more difficult for shorter DNA. However,
even though Wr is lower, ALMU is also lower for shorter chains
with the same o, so ET is lower for shorter plasmids.
These trends in the elastic energies as a function of chain
length and salt also affect the buckling transition from the
circle to the figure-8. We obtain essentially the same trend
as that displayed in Fig. 8-delayed buckling as salt con-
centration decreases-but for shorter chains the delay is
sharper at low salt. These tendencies have also been noted
by Fenley et al. (1994), although the precise locations of the
configurational transitions are shifted to lower ALk when the
electrostatic energy is computed for all pairs of phosphate
atoms. Fig. 18 presents the critical superhelical density, oc,
where the energies of the circle and figure-8 families are
identical for the four DNA lengths examined. A systematic
shift in o-r emerges as length decreases for each concentra-
tion. This can be explained by the higher bending energy of
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FIGURE 18 Buckling transition for different DNA lengths as a function of
salt, A/C = 1.5. Critical superhelical densities where the energies of the circle
and the figure-8 are equal are shown for 625, 750, 875, and 1000 base pairs.
The inset shows the critical AU instead of arand reveals the particularly sharp
delay of buckling at low salt for shorter chains.
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difference compared to the circle) and, therefore, a greater
resistance to buckling. The shift is also larger at low salt,
again reflecting the choice of the effective diameter d in the
electrostatic potential. The sharper increase at low salt can
be seen as well from the inset of Fig. 18, displaying ALkC
rather than oc.
Molecular dynamics simulations
To obtain further insight into the characteristic motions of
supercoiled DNA as a function of salt, we have simulated the
dynamics of a 1000-base-pair DNA at three salt environ-
ments. Representative concentrations of 0.005, 0.1, and
1.0 M salt were used in three trajectories covering approxi-
mately 1 ,ps (Schlick et al., 1994) at room temperature. All
trajectories were started from the equilibrium configurations
corresponding to ALk = 5, with elastic parameters A/C = 1.5
and ALk = S fixed throughout. The computed results are thus
expected to reveal average fluctuations about these minima
dictated by the systematic force as a function of salt. Because
damping effects are not presently incorporated (except in-
directly through the experimentally measured elastic con-
stants), only motions of the dominant elastic modes are ex-
pected. Table 3 summarizes various statistical quantities
obtained from these dynamics trajectories: mean values,
variances, and ranges for the writhing numbers and the bend-
ing, twisting, electrostatic, elastic (bending plus twisting),
and total energies.
TABLE 3 Statistical quantities averaged from molecular
dynamics trajectories
Property c, = 0.005 M C. = 0.1 M C. = 1.0 M
Wr, mean 0.77 2.01 2.56
W,, var. 6.58 X 10-2 1.85 X 10-1 1.31 X 10'
W,, range 0.54-0.96 1.53-2.39 2.26-2.89
(0.42) (0.85) (0.63)
EB' mean 3.41 5.98 6.31
EB' var. 0.287 0.616 0.370
EB, range 3.00-4.77 4.76-7.42 5.67-7.50
(1.77) (2.66) (1.83)
ET, mean 12.72 6.37 4.25
ET, var. 0.397 0.792 0.455
ET, range 11.60-14.17 4.86-8.54 3.16-5.35
(2.57) (3.69) (2.19)
EC, mean 431.50 232.46 38.19
Ec, var. 0.381 0.353 0.320
EC range 431.0-434.5 232.0-235.4 37.82-40.58
(3.5, 0.8%) (3.4, 1.4%) (2.76, 6.8%)
EB + ET, mean 16.13 12.35 10.57
EB+ ET, var. 0.459 0.569 0.326
EB+ ET, range 15.49-17.87 11.51-14.41 10.15-12.22
(2.38, 13%) (2.9, 20%) (2.1, 17%)
E, mean 447.79 245.02 48.79
E, var. 0.693 0.690 0.533
E, range 447.11-451.34 244.18-247.56 48.45-51.79
(4.23, 0.9%) (3.38, 1.4%) (3.34, 6.5%)
Entries are averaged from three trajectories at room temperature for 1000
base-pair DNA, withAIC = 1.5 and AL = 5. Trajectories were started from
the equilibrium configurations at each salt concentration. Total simulation
time was 1,us. Energies are measured in kcal/mol, and percentages are given
The following interesting trend emerges from the data. In
overall flexibility, the DNA is most dynamic at the 0.1 M salt
environment, followed by the 0.005 M and then the 1.0 M
salt concentrations. This is clearly seen from the overall hi-
erarchy in magnitudes of the variances and ranges for the
writhing numbers and energy components. The greatest dif-
ferences are evident for Wr, EB, ET, and EB + ET. For ex-
ample, the range of Wr fluctuations for cS = 0.1 M is 0.85
(roughly 36%) vs. 0.63 (22%) and 0.42 (43%) for cS = 1.0
and 0.005 M, respectively. The trends do not completely
follow the expected effects of the electrostatic potential as the
salt is lowered. The greater range of shapes at 0.1 M vs. 0.005
M salt is unexpected on the basis of electrostatic arguments,
but consistent with the presence of two stable minima at the
higher salt concentration (an interwound form with Wr =
2.05 and a lobed configuration with Wr = 1.97). The simu-
lation at 0.1 M salt samples both minima, whereas only the
interwound form prevails at 0.05 M. The variances and fluc-
tuations of EB and ET at cS = 0.1 M also reflect the presence
of two minima. The variances are nearly double the quan-
tities associated with cS = 1.0 and 0.005 M, and the fluc-
tuation ranges are roughly 50-75% larger. These fluctuations
might change with the explicit incorporation of solvent
damping, but the hierarchy noted here is likely to be
preserved.
As expected, the mean values of Wr and EB increase with
salt, whereas the mean ET, Ec, EB + ET, and the total potential
energy decrease with salt. The electrostatic energy decreases
as salt concentration increases, but both the overall variance
(about 0.35) and the range of Ec fluctuations (about 3 kcal/
mol) are similar for all three salt concentrations. The mag-
nitudes of the variances and fluctuation ranges of the total
potential energy are similar for all three sets.
To explore how a changed salt environment might affect
these patterns, we also simulated the dynamics of DNA
where the salt concentration was changed during the course
of the simulation. This hypothetical protocol, although
clearly leading to dramatic rather than gradual changes in
DNA shape, might provide some insight into the possible
regulatory role that salt might have on DNA. Statistical prop-
erties from dynamics of equilibrated systems are given sepa-
rately in Table 3. Although details are not known, the salt
concentration is likely to change in the realistic cellular en-
vironment. Snapshots for a 1000-base-pair DNA plasmid
covering approximately 1 ,us, started from a circular con-
figuration, are shown in Fig. 19. The salt concentration was
set to 1.0 M at the onset and midpoint of the simulation and
changed to 0.01 M at iterations 1000 and 4000, for 2000 steps
after each resetting. (Each time step corresponds to 150 ps.)
We note from the figure how the tightly interwound forms
at high salt open as the salt is decreased and reveal a larger
range of possible configurations. We also see an apparently
slower rate of end-over-end tumbling of the low salt DNA.
Forms resembling the lobes detected by energy minimization
are evident in several snapshots at 0.01 M salt. These loosely
coiled branched forms appear to be associated with transi-
for some energy ranges to highlight the differences.
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tions from the high to medium salt environments.
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FIGURE 19 Molecular dynamics snapshots from a simulation at alter-
nating salt concentrations. The trajectory was performed at room tempera-
ture for 1000 base pairs, A/C = 1.5, and ALk = 5.5. The salt concentration
was set to 1.0 M during iterations 0-999, 3000-3999, and to 0.01 M at
iterations 1000-2999, and 4000-6000.
The different behavior of the chain at low and high salt is
further apparent from the principal moments I,, I2, and I3 of
the radius of gyration, reported in Fig. 20 in terms of the
moment ratios, R1 = (I2 + 13)/II and R2 = (I2-I3)II, over
the course of the simulation. The sharp increase in R1 (to
values greater than unity) at each drop in salt concentration
reflects the sudden overall opening of the DNA with in-
creased strength of electrostatic interactions. This expanded
structure subsequently relaxes to a loose interwound form
with approximate cylindrical symmetry (i.e., R2 0). The
asymmetry ratio, R2, is somewhat greater at high salt, mir-
roring the collective bending and twisting of the chain as a
whole.
Fig. 21 illustrates another aspect of the chain dynamics.
Here we plot over part of the simulation the contributions
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FIGURE 20 Ratios of principal moments of the radius of gyration as
a function of iteration. The two moment ratios, R1 = (I2 + I3)/I1 and R2 =
('2-I3)1II, are rough descriptors of overall molecular shape over the course
of the dynamics simulation outlined in Fig. 19. The principal moments, I1,
2, I3, are computed from the parametric B-spline curve of the DNA, as
described previously (Schlick and Olson, 1992a, Schlick et al., 1994).
FIGURE 21 Pairwise contributions to the writhing number of supercoiled
DNA configurations sampled by molecular dynamics. The color-coding
depicts the pairs of contour points (s, and s2) making the largest contribu-
tions Wr,,52 to the writhing number of each configuration sampled along the
dynamics trajectory described in Fig. 19. Pairwise interactions of magnitude
0.005 or more lie (Eq. 6) within the yellow regions, and contacts of mag-
nitude 0.001 or more within the larger transparent white volumes. Note the
different character of the interactions at high versus low salt (steps 3000-
4000 versus steps 2000-3000 and 4000-5000). Refer to the text for addi-
tional details.
(s1 and s2) along the double helical axis (see Eq. 6). These
data, which show the parts of the chain in intimate contact
at designated times along the trajectory, are represented in
terms of a three-dimensional color-coded volume (left) and
its projection (right) in the chain contour/time-step plane.
The largest pairwise contributions, where the magnitude of
WrS1 S2 is 0.005 or more, are highlighted in yellow. These
regions, typically found in the central contact zone of an
interwound supercoil, are predominant at high salt. More-
over, the regular dimensions of the highlighted domain point
to a fairly rigid contact zone of 200-250 bp in the high salt
environment (steps 3000-4000). Essentially the same pairs
of points remain in close contact at 1.0 M salt. By contrast,
there are very few long-range contacts in the DNA supercoil
at 0.01 M salt (steps 2000-3000 and 4000-5000), with only
fleeting associations of sequentially distant segments. Some
of the low salt configurations entail three or more isolated
points of contact, such as found in a lobed structure, whereas
others include more closely spaced associations typical of a
loose interwound supercoil. Parts of the DNA also appear to
"slither" rapidly past one another at low salt. The irregular
shapes of the yellow volumes in this regime are indicative of
chain movement, because different parts of the DNA com-
prise the close contacts over a short time interval. The sum-
mation of contributions to Wr from contour points within the
transparent white regions (where Wrsl,S2 is greater than
0.001) account for essentially 100% of the writhing number
of any configuration. Thus, the contour levels also reveal the
reduced magnitude of the writhing number with decrease of
salt. The virtual absence of any contributions to Wr at some
R2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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time steps (e.g., 4750) shows that the low salt chain also
opens occasionally to nearly circular forms.
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
It has long been recognized that electrostatic interactions
play an important role in determining DNA structure and the
interactions of DNA with surrounding molecules. The salt
concentration in the natural cellular environment of the DNA
affects these properties and processes profoundly, because
the degree ofphosphate shielding by positive ions determines
the nature of both the short-range and long-range contacts
along the DNA. At high salt, the negative charges along the
DNA backbone are effectively screened, permitting closer
contacts, whereas at low salt the repulsive forces keep DNA
segments apart. These factors are particularly important for
supercoiled DNA, where the enthalpic (elastic and electro-
static components) and entropic forces compete to determine
the favorable geometries of long-range contacts at a given
environment.
Only recently have conclusive data been obtained for the
effective diameter ofDNA as a function of salt (Bednar et al.,
1994). Significantly, at physiological salt concentrations
(e.g., 0.15 M sodium), the diameter of a virtual cylinder
around which superhelical DNA can be imagined to wind is
already double (50 A) the geometric value. This effective
diameter reaches triple the geometric value as the salt con-
centration is decreased by an order of magnitude (0.01 M).
Although it has been traditional to use simple hard-sphere
potentials in computational and theoretical models of DNA
supercoiling, it is clear that only more detailed electrostatic
treatments can capture accurately the complex effects of salt
on the geometric characteristics, energetics, and dynamics of
superhelical DNA.
We have presented here a realistic and computationally
feasible model that includes both elastic and electrostatic
energy components. The elastic bending and twisting po-
tentials are controlled by bending and torsional rigidity force
constants, formulated from local fluctuations of bending and
twisting angles. Only the nonelectrostatic contribution of the
bending fluctuations to the persistence length is considered
because the electrostatic interactions are treated separately.
The Debye-Huckel electrostatic potential developed here has
salt-dependent coefficients, derived from Stigter's analysis
of charged cylinders that produced effective DNA diameters
as a function of salt in excellent agreement with experiment.
This potential is expected to produce more realistic results
than an uncharged model but is still clearly a crude approxi-
mation. Improved potentials that reflect the directly meas-
ured ionic strength-dependent forces between DNA helices
in ordered arrays (Podgornik et al., 1994) may provide an
even better description of supercoiled DNA in the future.
Ultimately, of course, proteins should be modeled to mimic
the natural environment realistically.
Our detailed computational study at salt concentrations
ranging from 0.005 to 1.0 M sodium reveals that configu-
cally with salt. The quantitative data offered here comple-
ment the current capabilities of low resolution experiments.
At high salt, the DNA is tightly interwound, very compact,
and highly bent (Figs. 10 e and 16). Indeed, the simulated
tight supercoiling with interwound segments in close contact
agrees well with the cryo-electron microscopy data (Bednar
et al., 1994). These geometries did not emerge in previous
Monte Carlo simulations carried out in that work. This may
be because of both the polygonal representation of the DNA
and the stiff nonbonded potential mentioned above. Even
when entropic effects are accounted for in our MD simula-
tions, close contacts emerge often at high salt. Such close
interactions within interwound superhelices of DNA have
been suggested as an important functional state of DNA
(Bednar et al., 1994). Further attractive interactions can be
envisioned for divalent ions, such as magnesium, where elec-
trostatic screening is much stronger (Shaw and Wang, 1993;
Stighter and Dill, 1993; Adrian et al., 1990; Timsit and Mo-
ras, 1991; Timsit et al., 1989). The electrostatic energies
remain roughly constant as superhelical density changes at
high salt, and thus the competition between the bending and
twisting terms determines the favorable configurations. At
low salt, strong resistance to supercoiling prevails, and the
DNA forms are very open and loosely supercoiled.
Thus, overall, at high salt the bending and twisting ener-
gies are the dominant terms that determine DNA configu-
ration, and the electrostatic component plays a minor role. At
low salt, the electrostatic component plays a much greater
role. Because repulsion is greater at low salt and limits more
severely the acceptable writhing numbers for the DNA, ET
is greater for low salt for a given ALk. Overall, the total
supercoiling energy increases quadratically with ALk at all
salt environments.
The overall geometric trends can be seen from Fig. 22,
where the writhing numbers and the ratios Wr/ALk are shown
at five salt concentrations for a 1000 bp DNA with A/C =
1.5. These curves are drawn from the data presented earlier
(Figs. 2-5) and additional studies (at 0.2 and 0.05 M con-
centrations). Only the families beginning with the figure-8
(Wr 1) are shown. We clearly note that larger writhing
numbers and greater number of families are attained at higher
salt. Interestingly, the overall slopes in the Wr vs. ALk plot
are quite similar. At the extreme low salt (0.005 M), note that
only the figure-8 family is observed up to ALLk = 6; it
emerges with Wr 0.6, unlike at higher salts, where Wr is
closer to one. This low salt environment is clearly an extreme
one, where the effective diameter of the DNA is about
225 A. Furthermore, with a higher torsional rigidity elastic
constant, which might be more appropriate, the slopes will
consistently shift for all salts. Note from Fig. 22 how salt
affects the partitioning of superhelicity between writhe and
twist. At low salt, a much smaller fraction of the torsional
strain is absorbed into writhing. Similarly, this fraction is
much lower for the lobed than the linear interwound forms.
No toroidal forms resembling those suggested by small-
rations and energies of supercoiled DNA change dramati-
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angle x-ray scattering profiles at low salt (Brady et al., 1983,
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FIGURE 22 A summary of salt effects on minimized Wr and Wr/ALk for
1000 base pairs, A/C = 1.5. For the five salt environments examined in this
work, characteristics of the families beginning with the figure-8 forms iden-
tified by minimization are shown as a function of ALk. Bending, twisting,
and electrostatic energy components are employed as described in the text.
1987) have been identified in this work. However, the cir-
cular, loosely coiled structures characteristic at low salt are
more similar in overall dimensions to the toroidal configu-
rations than to the long and thin shapes of interwound su-
percoils. This interpretation has also been offered by Bednar
et al. (1994). Although increased branching at lower salt may
lead to larger radii of gyration in long supercoiled chains
(Bednar et al., 1994), the lobed forms (closely related to
branched supercoils) generated here might account for these
trends in smaller plasmids and loops.
To test this hypothesis, we generated x-ray intensity pro-
files from minima identified at different salt concentrations
with superhelical densities similar to experimental condi-
tions ( o- = 0.05) (see legend for details). Fig. 23 shows
these profiles for the linear interwound and lobed families of
structures. We clearly note the same overall salt-dependent
trends in the profiles of the linear interwound forms as those
observed experimentally. Specifically, as salt is lowered, a
pronounced maximum emerges as the supercoiling becomes
looser. Furthermore, the position of the maximum remains
approximately the same, as in the experimental profiles. Note
also the dramatic change in the profiles as salt decreases
below 0.1 M. The lobed profiles reveal more regular patterns
with more than one peak, arising from the special symmetry
in the structures. A systematic shift in intensity maxima is
again observed as salt concentration decreases, with a par-
ticularly large shift below 0.1 M. Clearly, none of these pro-
files is consistent with an idealized, regular superhelical
structure, which has very high peaks corresponding to regu-
lar intersegmental separation. Thus, the geometric difference
between tightly closed and open structures, rather than be-
tween interwound and toroidal forms, can account for the
observed scattering patterns (Brady et al., 1983, 1987) as a
function of ionic environment.
In this connection, the identification of the three-lobed
DNA family and exploration of its geometric and energetic
details is another novel result. The three-lobed forms are
expected to be stable according to elasticity theory but to our
knowledge have not been obtained by computational meth-
ods and associated with DNA structure. Although energeti-
cally similar at low salt, the overall shapes of the lobed and
interwound forms are quite different. Compare for example,
the lobed family at cS = 0.005 M (see Figs. 14 and 15) and
the interwound minima (figure-8) in Fig. 10. The emergence
of the lobed forms at low salt during the dynamics trajectory
further suggests the possible biological relevance of these
forms.
Another important consequence of these studies is direct
evidence that the branched interwound is a member of the
lobed family. The evolution of this family has been captured
by the minimization analyses. The existence of critical ALk
values for each salt environment where the lobed family
members branch (e.g., ALk = 4.6 for 1.0 M, ALk = 7 for 0.1
M), to result in a branched interwound structure, for example,
might be related to biological activities of supercoiled DNA.
One might imagine a protein-binding mechanism associated
with the opening of the lobes near a critical ALk value, as has
been suggested for supercoiled-directed trefoil knotting
(Schlick and Olson, 1992b). The unique open geometries
offered by members of the lobed family-not unlike
trefoils-offer DNA-binding proteins, such as topoisomer-
ases, the right geometry for anchoring themselves onto the
DNA, carrying out their function, and releasing themselves
when their mission is complete.
The data presented here also suggest that the effects of
salt on DNA structure and dynamics are highly nonlinear. At
CS = 0.1 M, the buckling transition from the circle to the
figure-8 corresponds to a critical value; at lower concentra-
tions, this transition is sharply delayed. Above 0.1 M con-
centrations at physiological densities there also appears to be
a dramatic change from loose to very compact (although
rather rigid) structures. This behavior is supported by the
experimental data and Monte Carlo simulations of Bednar
et al. (1994). The major difference in flexibility appears to
arise from the geometric characteristics at the different salt
environments.
Such distinct trends in DNA flexibility as a function of salt
emerge from the dynamics trajectories and provide further
information on this critical concentration. At high salt, we
find the DNA to be tightly wound but fairly rigid, whereas
at very low salt the chain is open but flexible because of
strong repulsive interactions. From the data of Table 3, we
deduce that at Cr = 1.0 M, fluctuations occur among the
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FIGURE 23 X-ray scattering profiles corresponding to minimized interwound (a) and lobed (b) forms at different salt concentrations, 1000 base pairs,
ALk = 5.5. The chosen superhelical density corresponds to that of the native supercoiled COP608 plasmids used by Brady and co-workers in low-angle
x-ray scattering experiments (Brady et al. 1983, 1987). The scattering profiles are computed here by a discrete form of the Debye integral (see, for example,
Kirste, 1967). In discrete form, I(s) = I(0) 1j<j{sin(x)/x}, where x = sr1j, s = (4-n/A) sin 0, and the normalization factor is the inverse of the number of
terms in the summation. The variables ri, denote the pairwise distances along the DNA; s is in units of inverse length; A is the wavelength (1.54 A according
to Brady and co-workers); and 0 is one half the scattering angle.
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0.005 M, only the Fl family is sampled (Fig. 4 a). At in-
termediate salt near physiological values (0.1 M), the ex-
tended F2 family is sampled along with some configurations
very close to Ft (Fig. 3 a). The competition among the en-
tropic, electrostatic, and elastic forces produces the greatest
flexibility overall at this critical concentration. In this envi-
ronment, theDNA is more dynamic and adopts a wider range
of configurations and energies. This might be explained by
a critical relationship between the effective diameter of the
DNA and the persistence length at physiological concentra-
tions. The experimental observations regarding increased
branching at lower salt (Bednar et al., 1994) are consistent
with these findings.
As suggested here and in Bednar et al. (1994), the observed
relationships between salt and supercoiled DNA properties
may be important for key regulatory processes, such as re-
combination and transcription, which require the DNA to be
in favorable configurational and dynamical states. Indeed,
many cellular or recognition interactions are known to be
salt-sensitive. The results here demonstrate that the salt en-
vironment can act to regulate the onset of supercoiling, the
collapse to the interwound, and the branching of DNA.
These, in turn, will influence key biological functions. Fur-
thermore, such relationships between salt and DNA structure
extend beyond supercoiled DNA; they also apply to short
spatially constrained segments of DNA that may occur
throughout the genome. In this connection, the trends with
respect to supercoiling tendencies as a function of chain
length reveal the strong bending resistance to supercoiling
for shorter chains, especially at low salt. This resistance, in
turn, suggests a critical regulatory role for salt on functions
of small looped segments ofDNA, particularly in connection
with DNA-binding proteins. Nonetheless, still be to be ex-
plored in this regard are effects ofDNA crowding in the cell
and the connection between in vivo and in vitro environ-
ments. If indeed certain processes, such as protein binding to
DNA in Escherichia coli, are sensitive to salt concentration
in vitro but not in vivo (Richey et al., 1987), the systematic
results offered here indicate that some crucial biological
mechanism must be unveiled to explain such intriguing ex-
perimental observations.
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